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THE LEARNING FOR LIFE AUTISM CENTRE
promotes equitable, inclusive and quality education
for all children on the autism spectrum.

MISSION
Our Mission is to provide the highest standard of Applied Behavioural
Analysis‑based (ABA) services to help children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
and their families reach their full potential, regardless of their financial circumstances.
As a charity we ensure that children and students from vulnerable families and communities
have equitable access to our suite of evidence-based services which are delivered in the child’s
natural learning environment: their home, childcare, preschool, school and community.

VALUES
Respect — We value the individual
Equity — We create opportunity
Trust — We foster relationships
Kindness — We care
Joy — We celebrate learning

SERVICES
■

Intensive early intervention

■

Social skills training

■

Preschool/Primary

■

Therapist training

■

Teacher training

and Secondary school
behavioural support
■

and support

Family education,
training and

■

Psychological assessment

support

■

Speech language therapy

EARLY INTENSIVE BEHAVIOURAL
INTERVENTION Full Service Model (EIBI FSM)

CONTENTS

Our core service delivers best practice intensive early intervention
for children from diagnosis and through transition to school
entry. The Full Service Model provides up to 35 hours of early
intervention per week in the child’s home and community across
the preschool years, and is fully managed by Learning for Life
(therapist recruitment, management, safety and legal compliance,
and program design, delivery and evaluation). Families receive
ABA‑based strategies to support their child’s ongoing learning
from session to session with fortnightly clinical meetings
with them to review, record and revise strategies. Fair Access program
fee subsidy is provided for financially disadvantaged families.
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We provide program design, evaluation and clinical supervision
for families who choose to recruit, timetable and manage their
own therapy team for their child’s program. A Learning for Life
consultant also supervises program delivery and strategies with
fortnightly family and team meetings. Families who choose this
model have sufficient resources to run their own programs.

SCHOOL BEHAVIOURAL SUPPORT PROGRAM (SBSP)
Families engage Learning for Life to work with their school-aged
children who need our specialist behavioural, social, academic and
general support in their school or home setting. The Learning for Life
consultant uses evidence-based ABA strategies to support the
student and to coach the family and the classroom teacher to
implement them in addressing the student’s learning needs.

SECRET AGENT SOCIETY social skills program (SAS)
Secret Agent Society is a 9-module small group program designed
for students who are experiencing social and emotional concerns
that impact their learning and social engagement. Anxiety, anger,
problem-solving and social communication skills are some of
the main areas addressed in SAS. The program is delivered face
to face and, when required, virtually. Learning for Life Clinical
Consultant, Emma Davies was a member of the Global Advisory
Committee which oversaw the digital release of SAS in 2021.

INCLUSION WORKS whole‑of‑school program (IW)
Inclusion Works is Learning for Life’s whole-of-school teacher
behavioural training and support program that addresses the unique
learning needs of autistic and behaviourally challenged students.
A Learning for Life Consultant works on‑site for one day per week
(32 weeks), working with teachers to recognise and (re)frame student
behaviour that disrupts classroom learning of the student and peers and
distracts teachers from delivery of lessons. IW is sustainable because it
builds teachers’ capacity and confidence to learn, implement, review
and recalibrate behaviour support of students in their classroom
regularly, with Learning for Life’s specialist supervision across the year.
Fair Access fully subsidised programs have been provided to schools
in significantly socio-economically vulnerable communities.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF COUNTRY
The Learning for Life
Autism Centre respectfully
acknowledges the
Traditional Owners of the
lands throughout Victoria
on which we live, work, learn
and play. We pay respect to
Elders, both past, present
and emerging, and their
culture and community.
DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION
We support diversity and
inclusion, and we have zero
tolerance for discrimination
and harassment because
of neurodiversity, race,
colour, age, religion, sex,
national origin, gender
identity or expression,
sexual orientation, disability,
veteran, military or marital
status, genetic information
or any other protected
status. We are committed
to the safety and wellbeing
of children and have zero
tolerance for child abuse.
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CHAIR’S WELCOME
Welcome to The Learning for Life Autism Centre’s Annual Report
for 2020/2021. Thank you for your interest and for joining us
in sharing our work, learning and experiences. I would like to
acknowledge and thank all our Learning for Life team and families
for once again facing a year of uncertainty, and being stretched,
with courage, compassion, resourcefulness and tenacity.
It was also a year where further reflection, planning,
actioning and adaptation were a gift. We were able to
bring a number of initiatives to fruition. One outcome
that we are particularly proud to announce is the
articulation of Learning for Life’s organisational
values: Respect. Equity. Kindness. Trust. Joy.
As our organisation has grown, particularly in recent
years, it was appropriate to do a stocktake of our values
to bring clarity and enable us to walk the talk and
proudly say, “This is who we are”. These values were
collaboratively created from the Learning for Life
voices of every staff and Board member expressing
what matters. They have grounded us and sent the
roots of our organisation deeper while the heart
of Learning for Life continues to beat strongly.
Though many things have changed since
Learning for Life was founded in 2004, it was
notable that our values, in essence, have not.
From the outset, our work at Learning for Life
has embodied respect by which individualisation
is the key to learning. Each child sees and feels
the world differently, and individualised teaching
and support is vital to exploring their potential.
Allowing tailored learning and opportunities for
those who don’t neatly fit into the cookie cutter
education system is a human right, a social justice
issue that was a huge gap at the time Learning for Life
was founded and is still very much relevant today.
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this positive change within the community.
Neurodiversity is increasingly valued and appreciated,
and differences are seen through a lens of
strengths and opportunities, context and potential.
As more autistic people find their tribe and their
voices, we listen to garner more insights to include
in our relationships, practices, growth and care.
The ethos of Learning for Life is shaped by the people
from every corner of our Village. We are grateful
for the kindness and trust that is shared within and
beyond our organisation. Our therapists carry and
share kindness and trust in their everyday work with
children and families. Families trust Learning for Life
to work alongside their precious children, and each
child trusts their therapists, forming relationships that
together create the joy of learning. Our funding and
donor partners trust that we manage and sustain the
business, people and planet as we interface with each
– we are, after all, part of a bigger life picture and carry
out our mission with focus, dedication and compassion.
Kindness motivates everyone to go the extra distance
for every child, every project, every connection and it is
kindness that repays us and perpetuates our impact.
As we celebrate our core values, which feels like
“renewing our vows,” I am thrilled to know that
the clarity they bring will further strengthen our
work and our culture, our impact and brighter
futures for the children and families we serve.

Our purpose of equity went further as our thirst for
change drove us to help not only those who could
afford intensive early intervention in 2004, but also
families who needed extra support in funding, care
and creating options and pathways for their child.
Moving forward we are growing services that meet
those gaps and we advocate, consult and educate
in communities to enhance environments and
inclusive education practices that allow all to flourish
regardless of their financial, social or cultural context.

Thank you to all in our Village. Together, we are
more than the sum of our parts. With respect to all
who have kept us not just surviving but thriving with
kindness, allowing us to keep working at bringing
equitable inclusive education for all and the joy of
learning. We trust we will see you in person soon.

Autistic identity and pride is more powerful and
prevalent than ever and Learning for Life embraces

Mary Muirhead OAM
Chair and Co-Founder

CEO’S REPORT
In reflecting on the past financial year, the word that immediately comes
to mind is perseverance. Our focus in delivering service took on added
dimensions as we found ourselves in multiple lockdowns once again.
It gave us the opportunity to take a fresh look at what defines success and
know that we were able to carry out the heart of our mission in a year that
required innovation, flexibility and most of all an abundance of patience.
I am happy to report that our Learning for Life Autism
Centre team maintained face to face services to a
sizable percentage of our children and students,
despite Government restrictions. In some instances,
where face to face was not possible, virtual services
were delivered. This huge achievement required
logistical agility by families and our staff in
working from home, home schooling, and the
consideration of the physical, emotional and
social needs of each family and team member.
An increasing number of children from culturally and
linguistically diverse families are being supported
in our programs, especially in our Early Intensive
Behavioural Intervention Full Service Model where
39 percent of families speak a primary language
other than English at home. We are welcoming
and supporting the ongoing learning that our families’
cultural diversity provides for the Learning for Life
clinical teams, with our senior staff attending a virtual
training session around delivery of disability services
to families from diverse cultural backgrounds.
Under the guidance of Sarah Wood, our Head of
Psychological Services, our Inclusion Works
research project received ethics approval from
Monash University and the Department of
Education and Training in 2021. The 3-year clinical
phase can now begin in 2022. We will use data
collected to advocate for wider use of this
educator training model in the future.
Our growth has always been driven by seeking to
fill gaps in service and support that meet the needs
of the children and families we serve, whether it
be by us or other services. This financial year we
needed to extend the time required to transition
some of our current early intervention children
to primary school, which placed limitations on
the intake of new children entering our service.
With enquiries for Learning for Life services more
than doubling in that same period, we are receiving
a more accurate picture of, and identifying gaps
in services, age groups and communities.

This will assist us in advocating for better support
and referring to other services when appropriate.
One of our major endeavours this past year has
been to prepare for the rigorous audit process
leading to National Disability Insurance Scheme
registration. The achievements behind the
scenes represent months of hard work from our
entire team and Board of Directors, and I wish to
personally thank every staff and Board member
for their long hours of reviewing and revising our
policies and procedures leading up to the audit.
I am pleased to report that our NDIS audit was
successful, and we are now awaiting registration.
While actions of normal life decreased with
each lockdown in the past year, we had further
space and time to listen. We listened to our
children and students when they told us they
were struggling with being home and missing
friendships. We listened to their parents who
told of the difficulties trying to work from home
and shoulder the responsibility of their child’s
home learning. We listened to our staff who
told us what values guided them in their work.
Everything we learned has and will continue
to guide our processes into next year and
the years to come. Let’s not forget though,
the moments of joy we experience each day
alongside our difficulties, whether it be a new skill
learned or witnessing the love and acceptance
communicated in a myriad of ways between a
parent and child or the frequent reminders that
there are truly wonderful people and organisations
supporting our work with their generosity.
To every person in our Learning for Life Village,
we see you and we thank you.

Pam Roy
Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder
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OUR PEOPLE

$72,825

13 months
to 6 years

C

Face to face
and virtual
due to Covid-19

6 years to
16 years

Face to face
and virtual
due to Covid-19

6

students in
Secondary schools
(autism/specialist)

5

students in
home-based support
(11–16 years of age)

6

7
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volunteers

families have
2 or more children
learning in a
L4Life program

72

clinical and
program staff

PLOYE

78

5 full-time

8
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families with
1 or more children
learning in a
L4Life program
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Secondary schools
(mainstream)
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Behavioural
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students in
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(mainstream)
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Social Skills
Program
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Ages
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144

Children between
13 months and 16 years
learning in a L4Life
program

5 years to
12 years

4
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School-aged children
whose programs
received L4Life
supervisory services
to support their
privately-employed
therapists
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support
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14 years
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9

children learning in
the Consultancy
Service Model
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16

children (39%) whose
primary language at home
is other than English

Ages

in Fair Access
fee subsidies for
financially vulnerable
families

5

children required extended
transition due to Covid-19
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E

children learning
in the EIBI
Full Service
Model

children (46%)
transitioned
to school
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41

tervention
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hours of EIBI
delivered

19
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16,853
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2

Executive
staff members
(CEO and
Secretary)

administration and
operational staff

OUR PLACES
Learning for Life delivers programs into the child’s community – at home,
childcare centre, preschool, primary and secondary school and local areas.
The Learning for Life Centre is the meeting place for fortnightly and monthly clinical
team/family meetings, therapy sessions when needed and administrative and operations activity.
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ARE CEN
C
TR
LD

Greater Cities/Shires of
Ballarat, Corangamite,
Shepparton, Mitchell,
Geelong, Warnambool,
Baw Baw, Mt. Alexander

CAL G
O
L

80%

of enquiries
were for SAS
Social Skills
Program

Average age
9 years
6 months

1%

of enquiries
were for Speech
Pathology

44

Primary
Mainstream
Schools

8

Primary
Autism/Specialist
Schools

Metropolitan
Melbourne
LGAs
Includes
Green Wedge
zones such as
Yarra Ranges
and Nillumbik,
which are a mix of
urban and rural
communities.

Average age
3 years
3 months

UIRIE
Q
N

S

15%

E

of all
enquiries were
for males

35

Victorian LGAs
(44%) receiving
at least 1 L4Life
service

Childcare Centres
(including kinder
on site)

27

RE
T A AS

From
11 LGAs

R N ME
E
V
O

N

8

Regional
Victorian
LGAs

Victorian education
centres receiving
L4Life education
support

CH
I

Secondary
Autism/Specialist
Schools

83

LS

5

AND SCHO
O
LS

3

Secondary
Mainstream
Schools

10

RESCHO
P
,
O
ES

Preschools

240

72%
of enquiries
were for EIBI FSM
under 6 years
of age

From
20 LGAs

Enquiries for
Learning for Life
services (July 2020
to June 2021)

Service began
in April 2021

From
34 LGAs

12%
Average age
8 years
3 months

of enquiries
were for School
Behavioural
Support
Program
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VALUES
Since 2004, Learning for Life has been guided and supported by the values of our people
and the Village that has grown around us. Learning for Life has been able to evolve,
weather challenging times and continue to thrive because of the quality of our people –
our Founders, Board members, staff, funding and service partners and Village community.
What Covid-19 gifted us was the prolonged moment
for reflection on who we are as an organisation,
our learnings on what we need to do in the years
following the pandemic, and how we can improve
to be our best and strive toward realising our
potential. In play now are refreshed strategies
that address the needs of the autistic community
served by our mission and the sustainability of our
organisation. Breathing life and meaning into these
strategies will be Learning for Life’s set of values.
Across three weeks in November and December 2020,
every Learning for Life employee and Board
member gathered to participate in virtual half‑day
workshops facilitated pro bono by Learning
Republic and using The Ethics Centre framework.
The framework looked at Purpose (reason for being),
Values (what is good) and Principles (what is right).
By June 2021 and following guidance from the
team at Learning Republic, the Board and senior
staff had distilled the list of values arising from the
workshops, arriving at a matrix of 25 statements
that define Learning for Life’s values and their
unique relevance to the organisation.

The Board of Learning for Life is proud to release our
organisational values in the 2020/2021 Annual Report.

Respect — We value the individual
Equity — We create opportunity
Trust — We foster relationships
Kindness — We care
Joy — We celebrate learning
Our values enshrine the heart and soul of
Learning for Life and will guide us in the future
to make decisions, ride the bumps and align
us with those we welcome into the Village.
As we prepare to celebrate the 18th anniversary of
Learning for Life in 2022, we are grateful for the time
taken to review and articulate our values thoroughly
– to own what have been the foundational drivers
that have kept our organisation growing, vibrant and
sustainable in the good times and the challenging.

“Values are the lens for everything we do to support every individual.”
(Board member)
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RESPECT — We value the individual
Seeing, hearing and acknowledging another’s
achievements, strengths, struggles, values, opinions,
motivations and hopes paves the way toward
respect. Difference in any of these domains is an
opportunity to learn about a person and, in turn,

ourselves, opening our organisation to an appreciation
of diversity and potential in all their forms.
#Values Matrix Statement – Respect:
We advocate for the individual and their human
rights while respecting differences in opinion.

“We see the child. The child is at the heart of our decision-making processes”
(Board member)

“We respect vulnerability, authenticity and courage”
(L4Life Clinical Consultant)

EQUITY — We create opportunity
Equity is the cornerstone of Learning for Life’s
social justice and charity platform. A child’s right to
education, independence and self-advocacy, and
accessibility to services that address the education
needs of young autistic children are the reasons
Learning for Life came into existence. Our mission
states that our services must be accessible to children
of families who are disadvantaged by economic, and
therefore social uncertainty. Each child’s and student’s

program is individualised and tailored to celebrate
and develop their strengths, address their challenges
and to focus on their present and future potential.
Financial help is provided to those families whose
circumstances may disrupt their child’s learning.
#Values Matrix Statement – Equity:
We seek to empower children and help them to use
their skills as a pathway to independence and choice.

“We challenge the status quo to support learning of and advocate for
autistic children, youth, their families and their educators. We are not scared
to do things differently to fill the gaps in service provision and accessibility.”
(Board member)

“Society needs to move away from supports for one and put supports
in place for all to be rid of the systemic barriers that prevent inclusion”
(L4Life Clinical Consultant)

TRUST — We foster relationships
At the root of trust is connection to self, to another,
to community and to things that we believe matter.
Trust is at the heart of what Learning for Life does
and is essential in the relationship between the child
and their therapist, and the therapist and the child’s
family. Without it Learning for Life could not exist.
Trust in our work with children and students on the

autism spectrum is also central to every relationship
that Learning for Life fosters as an organisation. If you
are a part of the Village, you are central to our work.
#Values Matrix Statement – Trust:
We value long‑term relationships and two-way
connection whereby the Learning for Life Village
as a whole is bigger than the sum of its parts.

“Through building trust with the family, they are more
open to sharing where and when help is needed.”
(L4Life Clinical Consultant)

“There is a special experience and connection that comes
when you’ve been working with a family for a while.”
(L4Life Therapy Assistant)
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KINDNESS — We care
There is an abundance of kindness within and shown
toward Learning for Life and we are constantly amazed
at how generous our Village and the wider community
are in sharing their collective kindness with us.
In fact, kindness is a differentiator for Learning for
Life – it draws each of our stakeholders together in an
active, respectful and growing network of learning and
support. We recognise that when our other values of
Joy, Respect, Trust and Equity are balanced and align

with our Village and the wider community, individual
and collective acts of kindness wrap our values up
in the best gift to our Learning for Life children.
#Values Matrix Statement – Kindness:
We understand that each family’s situation is
complex and unique. We empathise with the
need to balance competing factors and have
compassion for the financial pressures they face.

“The Village is so cool. I saw it on Facebook when
considering whether to work for Learning for Life.”
(L4Life Therapy Assistant)

“Investing in kindness brings a sense of belonging that has been
so important to everyone I know, this year especially.”
(L4Life Staff member)

JOY — We celebrate learning
When you bring joy and learning together there is a
sense of anticipation and wonder along the pathway
that leads us to discovery. Imagine that pathway
as a life-long series of stepping-stones for all of us
– sometimes predictable, often unmapped, rarely
straight, but nonetheless sprinkled with moments of
joy and satisfaction. It is these moments of joy, and the
acceptance without judgement that no two pathways

are the same, that bring the greatest celebration for our
Learning for Life children, families, staff and community.
#Values Matrix Statement – Joy:
We admire the passion, commitment and
continual self-improvement our staff bring
to their roles, and we encourage our staff to
celebrate learning and to love what they do.

“It is the small yet significant day to day achievements of the children we work with,
and witnessing their growth long term, that brings me joy and fuels my passion for this work”
(L4Life Clinical Consultant)

“A major celebration of learning comes when a teacher shifts from asking
“what can I do to help this child?” to “I’m thinking I should do this – what do you think?”
L4Life’s Inclusion Works program provides teachers with knowledge and skills
they may not have, AND it validates things they already know and do well.”
(L4Life Clinical Consultant)

Preschool Learning for Life LEGO Challenge
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Family Learning for Life LEGO Challenge

FAMILY LIFE
Rebecca and Jan are Mum and Dad
to Alexander who has been in our
intensive early intervention program
for the past three years. For up to
35 hours every week, they, along
with Alexander’s sister, Annika,
have welcomed their Learning for
Life team of therapists into their
home and community, working
together with Alexander, helping him
learn how to develop and use his
language, motor, social and cognitive
skills so that he can communicate,
grow relationships and understand
the world around him better.
In 2022, Alexander is off to primary school,
transitioning with Learning for Life’s support
and Rebecca is returning to study, undertaking a
Master of Inclusive Education at Monash University.
Rebecca and Jan tell us about their beautiful boy
and their hope for a world that can see Alexander,
the child with the smile bursting with sunshine.
“While parenting a child with autism is never
easy, it’s something we’re thankful for every
day. When most people express happiness,
it is expressed through a filter...thanks to Alexander,
we get to witness happiness in its purest form.
When he smiles, he SMILES. When he laughs,
he LAUGHS. It’s easy to focus on the “lows”
of expressing unfiltered emotion, but on the
other side of that, being lucky enough to
see unconstrained joy and happiness daily is
something we wouldn’t trade for the world.
Alexander teaches us new lessons every day, but
the most valuable is arguably the importance of
appreciating the small things. A hug, a “hello”
to a stranger, a bite of cucumber, the patting
of a pet. Moments that would otherwise go
unrecognised and taken for granted become
a constant source of happiness. Beyond that
he’s taught us the virtue of patience, the need
to withhold judgement and, instead, seek
understanding, the best way to operate a smart

TV remote, and the importance of never providing
more than a one‑metre head start if a puddle is
within splashing distance. Through his blissful
obliviousness of others’ judgments and
perceptions, Alexander has taught us to appreciate
the world from unique angles and to live life fully in
the moment, with unbridled joy and without fear.
Our hope is that the world, and individuals in it
find a way to replace the desire to judge with
a desire to understand. Though broader than
just autism, the world would be a much brighter
place for all including those on the spectrum.
While it may not seem logical for neurotypical
individuals, the behaviours demonstrated by
those with autism are entirely logical. That logic
just isn’t always clear to others on face value.
There is so much we can learn from autistic minds
– unique ways of being, thinking, feeling and doing
– if we allow them the opportunity to show us.
Learning for Life has given us so much support
over the past three years, particularly in the
beginning of it all where everything was a blur
and we desperately needed guidance and
direction. The team at Learning for Life gave us
hope when we needed it most and have helped
Alexander through challenges with his speech,
behaviour, motor skills and so much more.”
Rebecca and Jan
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LIVING VALUES
Values shape, guide and support our lives every day, often without us having to be aware when we are
drawing on them. As Learning for Life’s Director of Clinical Services, Emma Miller sees the practical way
that values shape our children. Here, she tells us how Learning for Life’s values play out for her day-to-day.
Values start with personal experience.
Respect has been my most important value
professionally and personally for as long as I can
remember. I grew up in a family where doing the
right thing to protect the world and all its inhabitants
was of extreme importance. My understanding of
this growing up and into my adulthood was that
everyone should be listened to, be they loud or quiet.
I feel that respect is the starting point for Learning for
Life’s other values of joy, equity, trust and kindness.
If you start with respect the others flow more easily.
The value that most relates to my day-to-day life is
joy. I am so honoured to be able to find joy in my
work every day. Joy, not only of our children’s and
students’ personal successes, but also of relationships
with our broader Learning for Life community, and
friendships that are borne from being present,
meeting new people and learning about and
understanding them. Learning for Life is in a constant
state of learning, within and without. The joy and
celebration of learning for life is evident to me daily.

The living impact of
Learning for Life’s values.
There is an amazing trust a family gives to
us by allowing us into their homes and lives.
From my very first visit to each child, I am aware
that I am just a ‘stranger’ knocking on their door.
I am always welcomed in that first meeting and
given access to the family’s deepest hopes,
dreams and fears for their child. We honour this
generous display of trust every time it is offered.

Emma Miller (left) and Sarah Wood
at the Senate Inquiry into Autism Services
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Equity is particularly apparent in our work within
schools and especially with students entering the
schooling system. It is understood to be a crucial
part of our education system, but it isn’t always
there. Not all children have access to their best
education opportunities. This is a very important
issue for me. From my own education experiences,
I have learned that people thrive when the
environment within which they learn is a good fit.
If we can support schools to create environments
that work for our students, we will see them thrive.

Values are there to guide us through the
best of times and the worst of times.
We have built a community at Learning for Life
where kindness is recognised and respected,
and I think being in the For Purpose space helps
that. Learning for Life seems to attract kindness
in many forms which is why we have such a
wonderful and kind Village of supporters.
Respecting choice is critical in our work, and sometimes
this can be a challenge. The child or student is at the
centre of our work and purpose. What we as Learning
for Life therapists may believe is in the best learning
interests of the child may not be reflective of a family’s
or teacher’s preference. I trust that, when working
together and keeping channels of communication
open with parents and teachers, we always arrive at
the point of what is best for the child or student.

What keeps you at Learning for Life?
‘The people’ is my immediate answer. I am privileged
to work with dedicated, passionate colleagues with
shared values, as well as being able to work and play
with the child in their own space at home, preschool,
school and community. I am still at Learning for Life
after 13 years due to the evolving nature of the work
and the organisation. There is always momentum
which sees Learning for Life assessing its place in the
world, and this keeps me wondering what lies ahead
and how I am going to contribute to the future of the
organisation and our children. Learning for Life’s values
and my strong commitment to them gives me such
confidence. As we move toward our 18th anniversary
in 2022, we have so much to look forward to.

FAIR ACCESS
As it has been for charities worldwide, and despite Learning for Life’s best efforts to keep
fundraising in the healthy and positive state of pre-pandemic mind, it has been a difficult year.
Mindful of the many dimensions of stress that our
Village and the Victorian community endured in 2020
and 2021, the fundraising team made the decision to
support our fundraising community where possible
by sharing stories, promoting past Make A Difference
service and sponsor partners and engaging in digital and
virtual fun to light the path forward for young and old.
Village in Motion, L4Life’s Lego Challenge, Good Job
campaign and AbiliTEA nourished our Village
virtually with fun, exercise, play, music and a sense of
community when social and physical isolation was an
every-day experience. After the final curtain fell on
Lunch with Kitty due to the lockdown on May 28th,
the scheduled day of the lunch, the Learning for
Life Board made the difficult decision to halt events
until 2022 when we have more predictability in
holding fundraising events. Refreshed approaches to
fundraising have been planned and we are hopeful
to return to some face to face events in 2022.
Our grants program continued with critical funding
provided for: preschool Inclusion Works toolkit;
Fair Access fee relief to services for children from
financially distressed families; capacity to embark on
design and ethics of our Inclusion Works research;

ADVOCACY
Federal Government
Senate – Select
Committee on Autism
In February 2021, Learning for Life
was one of several organisations
invited to present at the public
hearing for the Inquiry into Autism
Services after our submission
in June 2020. Learning for Life’s
Emma Miller, Director of Clinical
Services and Sarah Wood, Head of
Psychological Services spoke about
the lack of funding and specialised
service delivery issues facing
autistic students whose behaviour
disrupts their learning and limits
their education and life potential.
Our work with students facing these
challenges continues to inform our
advocacy. The final report of the
Select Committee is scheduled
to be released in March 2022.

professional staff development and training; technology
updates for operation and the social skills program;
purchase of a defibrillator for the Centre; and CCTV for
our therapy rooms to enhance training and education
opportunities. None of this would have been possible
without the generosity of the 5 Point Foundation,
Ducas Paul Foundation, Percy Baxter Charitable Trust,
Samuel Nissen Charitable Foundation, Olver-Carlyle
Charitable Foundation, Pierce Armstrong Foundation,
William Angliss Charitable Fund, John and Betty
Laidlaw Legacy, and The Honourable Josh Frydenberg
(Stronger Communities Program – Kooyong).
To Robyn Charlton, Events Manager and Sue
O’Shea, Assistant Events Manager, we thank you
both for the creativity, energy, dedication and
care you brought to your roles. Robyn joined the
Events team in 2018 and Sue joined her having
volunteered with us since 2016. You will always be
an important part of the Learning for Life Village.
And our most heartfelt thanks to each and every one
of you who has stayed with us, donating, granting,
advising and offering whatever you could to help
us in paying the kindness forward to our Learning
for Life children and families. THANK YOU.

RESEARCH
Inclusion Works
In 2022 we begin our 5-year research
project investigating the efficacy
and benefits of Inclusion Works.
Following 6 years of Inclusion
Works programs in metropolitan
and regional Victorian schools and
receiving ethics approvals from
our Research Subcommittee and
research partners (Monash University
and Department of Education
and Training), we will deliver and
evaluate Inclusion Works in 6 primary
schools over the next 3 years.
Longitudinal information will be
gathered on the sustainability
of the model beyond the term
of the clinical project. We look
forward to this long-awaited
and exciting contribution to
developing inclusive education
practice in Victorian schools.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Trauma Informed
Care and Practice
Learning for Life
will partner with
Phoenix Australia,
the national Centre of Excellence
in Posttraumatic Mental Health,
to co-design and deliver Trauma
Informed Care and Practice training
for our clinical staff. This innovative
program will deliver trauma training
through the lens of our work with
autistic individuals and their support
networks. The project is in the design
phase with delivery to the first cohort
of staff to take place in mid‑2022.
With our sincere thanks to the Samuel
Nissen Charitable Foundation
and the Olver-Carlyle Charitable
Foundation for their partnership and
generosity in funding this project.
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GOVERNANCE
Patrons
Dr. Amanda Sampson, MMBS (Monash) FRANZCOG, DDU, COGU
Tom Gleisner AO, BA, LLB

Board of Directors
Executive Members
Chair

Mary Muirhead OAM, BVSc (Co-Founder)

Deputy Chair

Sally McNeilly, BA, Grad Dip App Psych, Grad Dip IR

Public Officer

Tom Gleisner AO, BA, LLB (Co-Founder)

Treasurer

Melanie Larkey, BEng (Chem) (Hons)

Chief Executive Officer

Pam Roy, BBA Accounting (Co-Founder)

General Members
Shayna Burns, BA (Journalism & Media Studies)
Resigned December 2020
Sonia Pike, BA (Psych)
Dr. Amanda Sampson, MMBS (Monash), FRANZCOG, DDU, COCG (Co-Founder)
Secretary

Victoria Crane, BComm, LLB (Hons)

Sub-Committees
Governance & Risk Management

Research

Chair — Melanie Larkey

Chair — Dr. Amanda Sampson

Best Practice

Fundraising and Relationships

Chair — Emma Miller

Chair — Mary Muirhead OAM

The L4Life Board
Daniel Hanrahan (Board observer)
Mary Muirhead OAM,
Sally McNeilly

Victoria Crane
Pam Roy
Melanie Larkey

Dr. Amanda Sampson
Tom Gleisner AO,
Sonia Pike
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GOVERNANCE REPORT
Following review of our governance structures in 2020,
the Learning for Life Board invested significant
time and effort to bring governance processes in
line with best practice standards. In addition to
conducting an in-depth assessment and critique of
our Board composition, formalising our Board skills
matrix, updating Board subcommittee terms of
reference, revitalising our Board meeting structure,
documentation and risk management register and
amending our constitution to bring in three-year
terms for individual directors, the Board released a
comprehensive suite of new organisational policies.
Staff training and visual guides accompanied key
policies to ensure Learning for Life’s commitment
to its values, best practice service provision, and
growth of staff is embedded into everything we do.

The policy renewal project also included rolling
out Codes of Conduct applicable to each of the
Board members, staff, volunteers and parents
which articulate a commitment from all of us to
bring our best to our role, to respect each other
and to act as a positive role model for children.
As a testament to the governance upgrade it
was noted by the auditor of our recent NDIS
certification audit that “continuous improvement
is endemic in Learning for Life’s governance and
management processes. Review of Learning
for Life’s Board and management meeting
minutes supported effective governance,
strategic development of the organisation,
and operational excellence including continuous
improvement related to its wider environment.”

PARTNERSHIP WITH
THE OBSERVERSHIP PROGRAM
Learning for Life was successful in being accepted
as a 2021 partner of The Observership Program.
Through the Program we are fortunate to have
had Daniel Hanrahan as our Board observer since
January 2021. Daniel works in the Thought Leadership
division of the Australian and New Zealand School
of Government (ANZSOG), where he coordinates
a diverse range of projects around leadership and
capability development of senior public servants.
Daniel previously worked in various education strategy
and policy roles at the University of Melbourne and in
State and Federal Government. He has also taught in
north-west regional Victoria. He holds a Bachelor of
Science/Commerce, Bachelor of Science (Honours)
and Diploma of Teaching (Teach for Australia) from
the University of Melbourne, as well as a Master of
Public Policy from the Harvard Kennedy School.
Daniel shared his insights into being a
Board Observer with Learning for Life:

“Across 2021, I’ve been observing the Learning for
Life Board as part of the Observership Program.
This year, the Observership Program provided
training and practical experience in non-profit board
leadership for myself and 96 other young Victorian
‘observers’. The observer cohort has undertaken
the training program delivered by the Australian
Institute of Company Directors and the Ethics Centre
on Board governance. More importantly, I’ve been
able to sit in on Learning for Life Board meetings
to watch and ask questions. While this gave me
insights into the practicalities of managing risk and
developing strategy as a Board member, my biggest
takeaway was how much effort and passion Learning
for Life staff and Board members poured into the
organisation in 2021. I’ve been especially struck by
how often Board members and senior executives
ground their decisions in the purpose of Learning
for Life – to improve the lives of children, students,
their families and the wider Learning for Life Village.”

GOVERNANCE TRAINING
In 2021, Learning for Life’s Chair, Mary Muirhead OAM,
completed the Certificate in Governance for
Not For Profits through the Governance Institute
of Australia. Mary’s unwavering dedication and
connection to community this year has included

broadening her governance knowledge and practice
in her roles as Chair and Chair of the Fundraising
and Relationships subcommittee at Learning
for Life, as well as her many contributions to the
wider autism community and charity sector.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
The Learning for Life Autism Centre Inc. (Learning for Life) achieved total revenues of $2,687, 817 and a
comprehensive surplus of $413,887 for the financial year ending 30 June 2021. With the ongoing impacts
of COVID-19 causing revenue from operating activities to drop 18 percent from the prior year, we are
grateful for the Federal and State Governments’ Covid-19 supports which enabled us to retain staff and
provide the necessary cash reserves to see us through this ongoing pandemic. Without the Governments’
pandemic funding the resulting $240,132 deficit would have placed us in a very different position.
Revenue from our core early intervention services
reduced 20 percent from the prior year as a direct
consequence of COVID-19 and the reduced
hours of therapy able to be delivered. In turn, our
subsidy delivery also reduced. While Learning for
Life has continued face to face delivery of services
throughout this pandemic, the combined impact of:
i. frequently cancelled therapy sessions (due to
a client or staff member presenting with coldlike symptoms or having been exposed to a
COVID positive contact or exposure site);
ii. rostering staff in “bubbles” to minimise
cross-over of staff between clients; and
iii. closure of schools and kindergartens,
has adversely impacted our ability to deliver the
hours of therapy required. Although isolation
requirements for vaccinated individuals have reduced
and wait times for covid test results have decreased,
required session cancellation for cold symptoms
remains a challenge in our early intervention
programs, particularly given the inability for this
age group to become vaccinated at present.
In contrast to our early intervention services, income
associated with our broader allied health practice has
grown 12 percent as a result of the commencement of
speech pathology services, increased client numbers
in our school behavioural support program and
ability to conduct telehealth consultations for some
of our older clients during periods of lockdown.
Despite best attempts to reschedule our ‘Lunch
with Kitty’ fundraiser, Government restrictions left
our social calendar bare. The resulting drop in
fundraising income was akin to the heavy hearts
felt at missing the joy brought by engaging face to
face with our Village members. Combined with a
37 percent drop in annual donations (in part due to
Learning for Life ensuring sensitivity to the tough
1
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times many in our community were experiencing),
non-service income generation was significantly
impacted. Notwithstanding, strategically targeted
proposals and strong relationships with generous
supporters ensured we maintained a minimum line
of donations and strong grants income enabling
us to continue undertaking Inclusion Works in
nominated schools, carry out an IT audit and
restructure, purchase a defibrillator for our head
office and invest in a review and upgrade of our
organisational policies and procedures in preparation
for commencing the NDIS registration process.
Excluding the Jobkeeper “top-up” 1, Learning for
Life’s expenses for the financial year remained largely
in line with the prior year. While costs associated
with fundraising and grant generation were greatly
reduced, these savings were offset by increased
spend on cleaning products, sanitisation and staff
PPE as well expenditure associated with electronic
subscriptions and restructured IT platforms which
have been generously funded through grants.
Although there was a reduction in therapy hours
delivered, our employee costs remained stable as
sessions were often cancelled at short notice with
our casual staff redirected to training and other
administration tasks and continued to be paid.
We are pleased to report a strong financial position
supported by our cash reserves. We expect to draw on
some of these cash reserves over the next 12 months
as we navigate our way through the new COVIDnormal including establishing a new balance in delivery
of our early intervention services. Notwithstanding,
the Board remains committed to maintaining a robust
balance sheet, carrying out feasibility assessment
into projects aimed at supporting more Victorian
families that do not currently have sufficient access
to early intervention supports, and the continued
development of our staff in line with our mission
to ensure best practice ABA-based supports.

Jobkeeper “Top-up” represents the amount of JobKeeper funds passed directly from the Australian Taxation Office to employees in excess of
their usual wage (and is therefore an amount that Learning for Life would not otherwise pay staff in the ordinary course). The impact is to inflate
both total income (via other income) and total expenses (via employee costs) by this amount ($152,831 in Learning for Life’s case).

TOTAL INCOME
E

TOTAL
T
OTAL EXPENSES
EXPENSE
ES

$2,687,817

$2,273,930

REVENUE
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

EXPENSES

Therapy tuition fees

42.5%

Fundraising

0.5%

Donations

8%

Grants

7%

Community endowment contributions

2.45%

Consulting/workshop fees

9.5%

Other income (Government Covid support)

30%

Other income

REVENUE
Operating Activities
Full Service Model EIBI fees
Consultancy EIBI tuition fees

■
■
■
■
■

Employee related costs

1%

Occupancy costs

1%

Depreciation and amortization

4%

Other expenses

6%

0.05%
2021

2020

EXPENSES

2021

2020

1,994,415

1,855,256

Grant and fundraising costs

14,624

109,049

Occupancy costs

27,712

21,180

90,216

84,036

146,963

96,780

Employee related costs
1,110,222

1,261,705

34,325

54,736

15,307

119,637

Depreciation and amortization

Donations

211,381

336,602

Other expenses

Grants received

180,060

213,955

Total Expenses

65,000

56,000

247,245

217,458

9,012

11,363

Fundraising income

Community endowment
contributions
Allied Health/consultancy fees
Workshops/presentations
Total operating activities
revenue
Other Income
Interest received
Government Covid support
funding
Other income
Total other income
Total Revenue

88%

Grant and fundraising costs

2,273,930 2,166,301

Surplus for the year

413,887

384,448

Total comprehensive result
for the year

413,887

384,448

1,872,552 2,271,456
7,505

8,643

806,850

269,591

910

1,059

815,265

279,293

2,687,817 2,550,749
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THANK YOU
With our heartfelt thanks and gratitude to our Learning for Life Village for your kindness over the past
year through your financial support, professional advice, service partnerships and messages of inspiration.

FAIR ACCESS FUNDING PARTNERS

Samuel Nissen Charitable
Foundation (Perpetual)
Ducas Paul Foundation

Pallet Logistics Pty. Ltd.
The A & C Cross Foundation
Morena Buffon and Santo Cilauro

Cubit Family Foundation and Linda Fox
Tom and Evelyn Snow
Dr. Amanda Sampson and Dr. Lyndon Hale
Geoff and Helen Handbury Foundation
Percy Baxter Charitable Trust (Perpetual)
Olver-Carlyle Charitable Foundation (Perpetual)
The John and Betty Laidlaw Legacy (Equity)
The Willink Family and The BP Foundation
Lesley McMullin Foundation and Jean McMullin

The Swann Family Foundation
Anonymous
Tom Gleisner AO and Mary Muirhead OAM
Werribee Mazda
Anonymous
Australian Government
The Honourable Josh Frydenberg
(Member for Kooyong):
Stronger Communities Program – Kooyong

The William Angliss Charitable Fund

BRIGHTER FUTURES PARTNERS
Impact Partners · Inspired Partners · Business and Sponsorship Partners · Community Fundraising Partners

MAKE A DIFFERENCE PARTNERS
SERVICE PARTNERS
D F Kidsons

Red IT

WeAreDigital

Community Underwriting

Artifishal Studios

Wilson Pateras

PeakHR

Learning Republic

CELEBRITY CO-HOSTS AND PARTICIPANTS
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Kitty Flanagan (Lunch with Kitty – cancelled)

Lindsay Field (Good Job Campaign)

Tom Gleisner AO (Lunch with Kitty)

Raleigh Williams, Brett Wood and Garth Ploog

Hamish Blake (L4Life Lego Virtual Challenge)

(Lunch With Kitty – One Voice virtual performance)

BRIGHTER FUTURES AHEAD…
Come and join the Learning for Life Village and support our work with children on the
autism spectrum. You can give the gift of education in any of the following ways:

Donate (all gifts over $2 are tax deductible)
A donation gives the gift of education for
children to learn and grow at home and school.
Consider a one-off donation, celebrate a special
moment or person with donations in lieu of a
gift, or make a regular gift for lasting impact.

Workplace Giving
We can assist you and your organisation to
support children through workplace giving.

Community Fundraising
Having an event or participating in a community
event? Choose Learning for Life as your
preferred charity. You can involve your friends,
family and colleagues to add impact.

Gift in Will

Sponsorship
■
■

Sponsor an event or a specific part of an event
Sponsor one of our life-changing education
programs for children and families

Word of Mouth
Share the Learning for Life story and help us extend
our funding, partner, services and event networks.

Join and Learn
Subscribe to our Quarterly Newsletter, visit
our website and follow us on social media.
■
■
■
■

Website: www.learningforlife.com.au
Instagram: www.instagram.com/L4lautismcentre/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/L4LifeAutismCentre/
LinkedIn: Learning For Life Autism Centre, Inc.

Consider leaving a gift to L4Life in your Will

For information or help with any of the above please contact Di Allison, General Manager
(Fundraising and Relationships) on 0400 882 427 or di.allison@learningforlife.com.au
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